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Abstract—Regulatory bodies worldwide are currently con-
sidering opening up radar bands to more dynamic spectrum
access techniques. There is, however, a lack of experimental
testbed models to support experimental investigation of spectrum
sharing with radar systems. This paper describes an experimental
framework capable of emulating a wide range of radar systems
and recreating their effects on devices sharing its spectrum.
We implemented our models using the Iris software-defined
radio system and USRP N210 radio front-end hardware. We
demonstrate our system’s support for various forms of intra-
pulse modulations, beam shapes, and elevation angles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is consensus that more efficient use of spectrum is
a key ingredient in the evolution of wireless systems. In this
paper, we describe a modeling framework for techniques that
aim at increasing the efficiency of radar spectrum utilization.
As a followup to efforts to support more efficient spectrum
usage in TV White Space (TVWS), regulatory bodies are
now considering opening radar bands to more dynamic access
techniques [1]. This interest springs from the contrast between
the expensive international spectrum reservations for radar
systems and the low utilization of this spectrum, in both time
and frequency, by these same systems [2]. Specifically the
L, S, and C bands (960-1400 MHz, 2.7-3.6 GHz, and 5.0-
5.85 GHz respectively) hold special interest as these bands
offer ample opportunity for sharing and close proximity to
cellular and ISM bands, which simplifies the development
of low-cost consumer devices to span more traditional and
more opportunistic frequencies. However, currently available
approaches are incapable of fully leveraging these aspects. For
example, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has
stated that proposed exclusion zone-based approaches exclude
60% of the US population from the potential benefit of sharing
in the 3550-3650 MHz band and more investigation is needed
to address this problem [1]. This work presents our framework
to support just this sort of investigation.

Figure 1 summarizes our approach. We provide a frame-
work that captures the behavior of a radar system to enable
the exploration of spectrum sharing in bands occupied by these
systems. Furthermore, our framework allows experimentation-
based investigation and validation of sharing methods in radar
bands through emulation of radar system operation using
open-source software and commonly available radio hardware.
Moreover, our framework incorporates a reliable method of de-
termining the impact of spectrum sharing on the radar system
in order to quantify the ability of novel techniques to facilitate
the unencumbered operation of systems critical to public safety

Fig. 1: We provide a model for studying spectrum sharing in
radar bands in an experimentation-based manner.

and security. Our framework integrates these functionalities
in a modular manner that allows seamless assimilation of
the many characteristics intrinsic to the operation of a radar
system, each controlled by numerous parameters. In this way,
we provide a framework that catalogs radar behavior and
develops test-facility scenarios in support of experimentation.

Experimental validation is of particular importance to reg-
ulatory bodies for the certification of techniques addressing
more efficient usage of spectrum. Recall that these bodies
are charged with supporting the simultaneous operation of a
myriad of wireless communication services across the globe
through the definition of appropriate usage policies and assign-
ments. This task is further complicated by the recent focus
on dynamic and flexible usage of spectrum, which forgoes
the prior static allocation of frequencies in favor of more
efficient approaches. These spectrum sharing techniques must
be validated experimentally to assess their applicability in
practice, as is being done in the current Ofcom trails [3].
The need for experimental validation in realistic scenarios is
one of the major factors contributing to the gap between the
development of advanced spectrum sharing techniques and
a real-impact on society. Our framework narrows this gap



through the composition of radar system behavior in an easily
implementable manner to drive experimental investigation of
radar bands.

II. RELATED WORK

There is a lack of experimental testbed models available
to support the investigation of spectrum sharing techniques
in radar bands. Here we highlight the most relevant available
work on modeling radar systems to support the development
of spectrum sharing techniques.

Patton [4] designs a prototype software-defined radar, using
open-source GNU Radio software and Universal Software
Radio Peripheral (USRP) radio front-ends, with the goal of
assessing the capabilities of current Software Defined Radio
(SDR) technology for generating and detecting radar signals.
To this end, the work focuses on determining the impact of
USRP hardware limitations on radar functionality, including
pulse generation and synchronization. Additionally, the authors
designed transfer functions to model the USRP’s transmit and
receive signal paths, adding in the implementation of radar
functions. These techniques were applied to generate accurate
pulse modulations and evaluate the coherent detection of these
pulses with matched filters. However, this work does not
consider over-the-air transmission, but rather employs a coaxial
cable between system elements to provide a controlled chan-
nel. Furthermore, this work focuses on implementing radar
functionality in SDR, rather than supporting the investigation
of spectrum sharing in radar bands, and therefore does not
discuss much of the functionality needed for experimental
study of spectrum sharing, such as over-the-air emulation of
radar signals.

Kantesaria [5] studies a method for reducing the costs of
creating a radar testbed for over-the-horizon radar systems.
Over-the-horizon radar systems use large antenna arrays to
reflect signals off of the Earth’s atmosphere to detect targets
thousands of kilometers away and beyond line-of-sight range.
In order to achieve this functionality in a testbed setting,
the authors examined the synchronization of multiple USRPs
in a receiver array. They used GPS signals as an auxiliary
external clock source to synchronize all the USRPs in the array.
Transmitted signals are created by a high-frequency waveform
generator modulating a carrier with linear frequency modula-
tion on a mobile platform. This mobile platform moves along a
pre-defined path while the receiver array detects transmissions
and estimates the position and speed of the platform. The
contributions of this work lie chiefly in the radar receiver and
the use of SDR in this capacity. Once again, this work focuses
on the development of radar functionality in SDR rather than
the modeling of radar behavior. Significantly, this work does
not address the characterization of radar transmissions.

Finally Marquez-Barja et al. [6] address the web-based
teaching of telecommunication engineering by enabling remote
experimentation on testbeds. In this work, the authors focus
on providing infrastructure and tools for visualization and
abstraction of resources to serve educational uses. However,
the work employs a simple approach for modeling the radar
transmitter using SDRs to support education experiments on
the coexistence between secondary users and radar systems.
This model only includes a few basic modulations and scan

patterns without developing a modular, extensible framework.
Furthermore, the models employed in this work do not consider
the impact of secondary users on the radar system.

III. CONTEXT-AWARE FRAMEWORK

Here we present our framework for modeling radar system
behavior, beginning with a description of the characteristics of
a radar system that define its impact on the spectrum. We then
detail our framework architecture for capturing these charac-
teristics in the individual modules that compose our framework
and explain the function, operation, and interconnection of
these modules.

A. Radar characteristics

From the perspective of a radio sharing its channel with a
radar system, the radar system appears as a pulse train with
continuous variation of the measured power due to the rotation
of the radar directional antenna. The characteristics of the pulse
train and power variation define the spectral presence of the
radar and offer all of the information a sharing radio must
use to coexist with the radar system. Figure 2 illustrates these
defining characteristics.

Fig. 2: Basic elements of a radar system.

Figure 3 presents the sharing user’s experience of a radar
system on several time scales. On the shortest time scale,
at the top of the figure, the radar behavior is condensed to
a pulse train with a particular Pulse Width (PW) and Pulse
Repetition Interval (PRI). Together these parameters, the PW
and PRI, determine the accuracy and range of a real radar
system and define the small scale spectrum occupancy of a
radar. Moreover, these parameters may be used as a spectral
fingerprint to identify a particular radar system [2]. On a
slightly longer time scale, we begin to perceive the effect
of the motion of a radar’s highly directional antenna. The
envelope of this power variation provides information about
the evaluation and rotation motion of a radar antenna. On the
largest time scale, at the bottom of the figure, we perceive
the full scan pattern of the radar, including the periodicity
of the scan employed. Temporal sharing methods rely on the
identification of this periodicity to exploit the time periods
for which the radar is directed away from sharing radios. In
this way, we see that the defining spectral characteristics of



the radar pulse train and power variation alternately dominate
radar behavior on different time scales and are controlled by
the parameters of PW, PRI, the antenna elevation, the antenna
rotation, and the periodicity of rotation.

Fig. 3: Amplitude variation of pulses over time.

B. Framework architecture

As discussed above, the spectral behavior of a radar system
is defined by the characteristics of the transmitted pulse train
and the temporal power variation of these transmissions. Fur-
thermore, these characteristics are determined by parameters
which determine a real radar’s function. Our framework mod-
ularly organizes these parameters in a manner that supports the
production of the spectral characteristics of a range of radar
systems. Additionally, our framework is able to apply these
parameters to accurately determine the impact of sharing on
any of these radar systems.

Figure 4 presents the overview of our framework archi-
tecture. The architecture is based on two primary blocks,
one responsible for generating the impact of the radar on
other devices that wish to share its spectrum, and another
responsible for determining the impact of sharing on the radar.
The transmitter block generates pulses, as specified by user
configured parameters, to accurately represent the temporal
power variation and pulse train of a radar system. Within
this block the application of the scan pattern determines the
temporal power variation and the use of pulse modulation
underpins the radar pulse train. The receiver block determines
the impact of a sharing radio that would be experienced by a
real radar. Accomplishing this requires the separation of the
radar’s pulses from other received power and measurement of
the Interference-to-Noise Ratio (INR), as influenced by the
parameters of the radar under test.

Each component of our framework may be considered
in isolation to allow users to select the functionality more
relevant to their work. For example, a user developing a new
spectrum sensing algorithm would likely be more interested
in the transmitter portion of our framework. That is, incorpo-
rating the receiver functionality, and associated overhead, may
prove unnecessary. In this way, the conceptual separation of
transmitter and receiver functionality supports a broader range
of support for users. Here we examine these two blocks.

Fig. 4: Block diagram of the radar model structure.

1) Transmitter: The transmitter block generates radar
pulses. The two main parts of the the pulse generation pipeline
are the Scan Pattern block and the Pulse Modulation block.
The Scan Pattern block provides the power gain of each pulse
in a manner that achieves a particular temporal pattern and the
Pulse Modulation defines the shaping of each pulse. Together,
these blocks capture the spectral effects of both the pulse
shape and the antenna motion of a radar system. Pulses to
be transmitted are created as the combination of the outputs
of these two blocks.

a) Scan pattern: A scan pattern comprises the tra-
jectory of the antenna gain employed by a radar antenna
in scanning the environment. Scan patterns incorporate the
deviation in azimuth of the center of the antenna gain, in-
cluding circumscribing the entire perimeter of a radar system
or remaining in a particular sector, known as circular and
sectorized scanning respectively. Along with such azimuth
descriptions of antenna motion, the scan pattern may incor-
porate elevation deviation to form more complex patterns
such as raster scanning. Furthermore, the scan pattern of a
radar implicitly encompasses the beam shape employed by
a radar, since this aspect is inexorably linked to the motion
of the antenna; the beam shape dictates the type of motion
required to survey a particular area. Common beam shapes for
a radar system include fan-shapes and pencil-shapes. Figure 5
highlights a few of the combinations of these elements

Scan patterns may be succinctly described using a gain
mask. Such masks capture the power received by a stationary
observer within the transmission area of a radar system. Be-
ginning with the radiation pattern of a radar system’s antenna,
we create a gain mask by translating the radial distribution of
energy into a temporal distribution which accounts for the mo-
tion of the antenna. For example, Figure 6 provides three radar
radiation patterns defined by the International Telecommuni-
cation Union (ITU) in [7]. Unravelling the polar coordinates
into a Cartesian system, we achieve the signal periods shown
in Figure 7. These individual periods may then be assigned
durations and combined as needed to produce the desired scan
pattern. For example, achieving a simple azimuthal circular
scan simply requires concatenating several periods of uniform
length. In the case of elevation variance, periods of different
gain levels may be combined. Alternatively, the duration of
individual periods may be altered to capture the behavior of
radar systems with non-uniform scanning. Naturally, each of
these techniques may be combined to produce even more
complex behaviors. A gain vector may then be formed as the
shortest collection of Cartesian periods that may be repeated



(a) Fan-Shaped Beam Circular
Scan

(b) Pencil-Shaped Beam Circular
Scan

(c) Fan-Shaped Beam Sectorized
Scan

(d) Pencil-Shaped Beam Sector-
ized Scan

Fig. 5: Three-dimensional representation of different radar scan
patterns.

to produce the desired radar behavior.

Fig. 6: Antenna radiation patterns using polar coordinates.

The operation of the scan pattern block is ultimately deter-
mined by the gain mask that results from the selection of an
antenna pattern and trajectory. Decomposing the determination
of this scan pattern description as shown provides conceptual
support for the addition or alteration of functionality as needed.

Fig. 7: An overlap of three gain mask periods using Cartesian
coordinates.

b) Pulse modulation: The Intra-Pulse Modulation
(IPM) determines the shape of each pulse, and subsequently
the pulse train, in terms of spectrum occupancy. Within real
radar systems IPM is used to combat noise and interference,
but for the sake of modeling radar systems the impact of
the technique employed on spectrum occupancy is of primary
interest. Thankfully, this impact is well studied and cata-
loged for the most commonly employed approaches, such as
pulsed carrier, Linear Frequency Modulation (LFM), and phase
coded pulses. Selection and application of one such approach
composes the operation of the pulse modulation component.
Figure 8 shows the time and frequency domain representations
of each form of IPM we modeled.

Fig. 8: Time and spectrum domain representation of the
modeled IPMs.



2) Receiver: The receiver block determines the impact of
sharing techniques on the radar system. Making this deter-
mination requires the two sub-steps of Pulse Separation and
INR estimation. Pulse Separation is the process of removing
the radar’s own transmitted pulses from the received signal to
avoid the effect of self-interference. INR estimation consists of
examining the time periods between transmitted pulses while
considering the scan pattern of the radar to determine the level
of interference experienced by the radar system. Overall, the
receiver requires close synchronization between the transmitter
and receiver blocks, to support pulse separation and application
of the scan pattern information.

a) Pulse separation: The pulse separation component
of the receiver is chiefly a supporting utility to the quantifica-
tion of interference experienced by the radar system. As such,
this component interfaces with the transmitter block to identify
and remove the transmitted pulses from the received signal.
Once separated, pulses are simply discarded. Figure 9 shows a
diagram of the different outcomes when separating the pulses,
with and without the effect of interference.

Fig. 9: Pulse separation with and without the effect of inter-
ference.

b) INR measure: Determination of the INR provides
the basis for the quantification of the impact of interference
on a radar system. In a spectrum sharing context, having a
very high transmit power means that, for the same distance,
the peak interference to the radar system caused by sharing
radios will be significantly lower than the interference that the
radar system causes to sharing radios. The nature of the radar
antenna makes the radar more sensitive to interference from
signals arriving from the direction of its focus. Unfortunately,
this feature is difficult to capture without an expensive highly
directional antenna. Therefore, we propose the multiplication
of the INR measured at the receiver block by a time-varying
coefficient factor, as a way to quantify the final INR that would
be experienced by a real radar.

We develop our approach for determining the INR experi-
enced by a radar by considering the link budget between two
terminals, one transmitting (T1) and one receiving (T2), as
represented in the following equation:

(1)P T2
rx = gT1

tx(ϕ)g
T2
rx(φ)αT1−T2P

T1,eff
tx

In Equation 1, gT1
tx(ϕ) is the T1’s transmit antenna gain

for the Angle of Arrival (AoA) ϕ, gT2
rx(φ) is the T2’s receive

antenna gain for the Angle of Departure (AoD) φ, αT1−T2 is
the path loss from T1 to T2, and P T1,eff

tx is T1’s effective
transmit power. This final term can be computed as follows:

(2)P T1,eff
tx =

∫ +∞

−∞

∣∣HT2
rx(f)

∣∣2 ST1
tx (f) df

In Equation 2, HT2
rx(f) is the T2’s receive filter frequency

response and ST1
tx (f) the T1’s Power Spectral Density (PSD).

In a spectrum sharing scenario, both the radar and sharing radio
terminals employ the same frequencies and antennas for trans-
mission and reception. Therefore, for the scope of this paper,
we will assume that the terminals possess channel reciprocity.
As a consequence, we have gPU(ϕ) = gPU

rx (ϕ) = gPU
tx (ϕ) and

gSU (φ) = gSU
rx (φ) = gSU

tx (φ) as the radar and sharing radio’s
antenna gains and α = αPU−SU = αSU−PU as the channel
attenuation. The resulting INR level for the radar INRradar and
sharing radio INRSU can then be expressed as follows:

INRradar =
I radar
rx

σ2
radar

=
gradar(ϕ)gSU (φ)αP SU,eff

tx

σ2
radar

(3)

INRSU =
ISU
rx

σ2
SU

=
gSU(ϕ)gradar(φ)αP radar,eff

tx

σ2
SU

(4)

Where I radar
rx and ISU

rx are the received interference and
σ2

radar and σ2
SU are the noise floors at the radar and Seconday

User (SU), respectively. Equations 3 and 4 demonstrate that to
capture a realistic sharing link, the antenna gains, noise figures,
and transmit powers of the real radar and hypothetical sharing
radio have to be reproduced. Through the process of applying
a numeric gain mask gradar(φ), as described above, we can
achieve an accurate radar model that includes the effect of the
scan pattern on the INRmodeled-radar over time. The remaining
factors, namely transmit powers, gradar(φ) effect on INRradar,
noise figures, and sharing radio antenna gain present a more
significant challenge to capture. We address these issues by
proposing an alternative method to measure the INR level at
the radar system.

In order to simultaneously test the performance of a sharing
radio and measure the interference it would create on a real
radar, we ensure that the ratio between the INR of the radar
and sharing radio remains unchanged from the real world to
the model. To accomplish this, we propose obtaining INRradar

by multiplying INRmodeled-radar by a coefficient factor ρ(t) that
abides by the following equation:

INRradar

INRSU = ρ(t)
INRmodeled-radar

INRmodeled-SU (5)

According to Equations 3 and 4, the ratio between INRs
of the radar and sharing radio is



INRradar

INRSU =
P SU,eff
tx σ2

SU

P radar,eff
tx σ2

radar

(6)

For a fully reciprocal channel this ratio is only a function
of the disparity between effective transmit powers and noise
figures of the two systems. The INRs at the modeled radar
and modeled sharing radio can be represented through the
equations:

INRmodeled-radar =
gmodeled-radar(ϕ)gmodeled-SU(φ)αTBP

modeled-SU,eff
tx

σ2
modeled-radar

(7)

INRmodeled-SU =

gmodeled-radar(ϕ)gmodeled-SU(φ)αTBP
modeled-radar,eff
tx gnum(t)

σ2
modeled-SU

(8)

Where Pmodeled-radar
tx , gmodeled-radar, and σ2

modeled-radar are the
modeled radar transmit power, antenna gain, and noise power,
Pmodeled-SU, gmodeled-SU and σ2

modeled-SU are the same for the
modeled sharing radio, αTB the path attenuation between the
two terminals, and gnum(t) is the numeric gain given by the
modeled radar’s scan pattern and used for the modeled radar’s
transmission. According to Equations 3, 4, 7, and 8, and 5,
the ρ value used to obtain the final INR at the radar, can be
obtained as follows:

ρ(t) =
P SU,eff
tx σ2

SU

P radar,eff
tx σ2

radar

Pmodeled-radar,eff
tx σ2

modeled-radargnum(t)

Pmodeled-SU,eff
tx σ2

modeled-SU
(9)

In the case the same receive filters and spectrum mask
shapes are modeled we have HSU

rx (f) = Hmodeled-SU
rx (f),

H radar
rx (f) = Hmodeled-radar

rx (f), Sradar
tx (f)/

∥∥Sradar
tx (f)

∥∥ =
Smodeled-radar
tx (f)/

∥∥Smodeled-radar
tx (f)

∥∥, and SSU
tx (f)/

∥∥SSU
tx (f)

∥∥ =
Smodeled-SU
tx (f)/

∥∥Smodeled-SU
tx (f)

∥∥, and the last equation reduces
to:

ρ(t) =
P SU
tx σ

2
SU

P radar
tx σ2

radar

Pmodeled-radar
tx σ2

modeled-radargnum(t)

Pmodeled-SU
tx σ2

modeled-SU
(10)

Where P SU
tx , P radar

tx , Pmodeled-radar
tx , and Pmodeled-SU

tx are the
total transmit powers of the real sharing radio, real radar,
modeled radar, and modeled sharing radio. For the case where
the modeled radar and modeled sharing radio have the same
transmit powers and noise floors, the last equation can be even
further reduced to:

ρ(t) =
P SU
tx σ

2
SU

P radar
tx σ2

radar
gnum(t) (11)

The previous equation shows, as expected, that the INRradar

will reach its peak when gnum(t) is maximal, which cor-
responds to the instants of time when the radar antenna is

pointing directly at the sharing radio. It also shows that for
typical systems, the INRradar will be much lower than the
INRmodeled-radar. For instance, for a sharing radio and radar with
transmit powers around 1 W and 1 MW, maximum antenna
gains of 0 dBi and 32 dBi, and noise figures around 7 and 2
dB, ρ(t) will be 0.005 at its maximum.

Our modeling framework is able to capture a large set
of radar systems with different characteristics. Furthermore it
provides a useful tool for measuring the impact caused by
other users trying to share the medium, which is necessary to
analyze the performance and feasibility of spectrum sharing
techniques.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

Here we discuss the application of our framework in the
emulation of radar systems. We detail the software imple-
mentation of our framework, as well as the SDR architecture
and resource capabilities that underpin radar emulation. In the
course of this discussion we describe techniques to optimize
computational performance. Furthermore we present the results
of an evaluation of our framework implementation. Figure 10
summarizes the connection of our framework to an SDR node.

Fig. 10: Block diagram of the transmission and reception
pipelines.

A. Implementation resources

We implemented our framework-based radar emulation
using the Iris SDR package and the Ettus USRP N210. Each
of these resources are widely available to the general research
community.

1) USRP: The hardware of the USRP N210 [8] consists of
a Xilinx Spartan-3A DSP 3400 FPGA, to perform digital signal
processing that translates analog signals to complex, baseband
digital signals. The code on the FPGA may be altered as
required. Communication with the USRP is conducted through
a Gigabit Ethernet interface. The device there is also a 14-bit
dual-channel 100 MS/s ADC and a 16-bit dual-channel 400
MS/s DAC. In addition there is an optional input for GPS
clock synchronization and a MIMO cable that can be used to
synchronize two USRP devices.

We employ an SBX 400-4400 MHz Rx/Tx daughterboard
[9] with the USRP N210, as a wide bandwidth transceiver
that can transmit up to 100mW of output power in the
400 MHz-4400 MHz range. The receive and transmit chains



operate separately, allowing full-duplex operation mode. The
daughterboard supports MIMO and has a 40 MHz bandwidth.

2) IRIS: Iris is open-source software for building recon-
figurable radios. The package consists of a set of libraries
written in C++, that are designed to provide the full flexibility
and reconfigurability of Software Defined Radio [10]. This
SDR package is chiefly designed as a plug-in based system.
Each plug-in is responsible for a specific task and categorized
according to this task. The most common type is called
a component, which processes streams of data, such as a
modulator or a scrambler. The second type is the controller,
which has a global view of the running radio and reconfigures
any component of the radio at any time. Libraries of these
plug-ins can be dynamically loaded at runtime and used within
a SDR design to achieve flexibility and reconfigurability. An
XML configuration file is used to specify the configuration and
interconnection of plug-ins.

B. Model implementation

Here we discuss leveraging the resources described above
to implement a radar model following our modeling frame-
work. The transmitter and receiver are implemented as Iris
components and concurrently communicate to a USRP N210.
To facilitate the inter-block communication required to support
receiver operation, we also implement an Iris Radar System
Controller. Figure 11 exemplifies the implementation on Iris.
The following sections provide in-depth explanation about the
methods used to implement each of the framework modules.

Fig. 11: Iris elements to support radar modeling framework
implementation.

1) Transmitter component: The transmitter component is
the Iris implementation of the transmitter block of the mod-
eling framework. This component handles the continuous
generation of pulses, which are passed onto the USRP. The
component relies on several parameters as input, such as the
PW, PRI, Antenna Scan Period (ASP), type of scan pattern and
type of pulse modulation. Figure 12 delineates the operation
of the transmitter component.

The operation of the transmitter component begins with the
generation of a gain mask from the desired radiation pattern or
patterns. This mask provides the signal period building block
to construct the desired scan pattern, as discussed in Section
III, resulting in a gain vector. Parallel to the generation of
this gain vector, the pulse modulation collects shaped pulses
in a train to form the pulse waveform vector. Once the gain
vector and the pulse waveform have been generated, they

Fig. 12: Functional process of the transmitter component.

are combined through a sequential multiplication of elements
to form data sets. These data sets are then supplied to the
Iris components responsible for transmitting data through the
USRP. During transmission, the transmitter sends information
about the timing of each pulse to the Radar System Controller
for eventual use by the receiver component.

Note that during the creation of the gain vector, the
elevation angle of a radar system requires special attention.
We address elevation by first rotating the radiation pattern
around the gain level axis to create a revolution solid. Figure 13
provides an example Cartesian representation of the result
of this process. In this figure, the red line shows a neutral
elevation angle. The gain mask may then be determined by
slicing the surface at the desired elevation angle.

Fig. 13: Three-dimensional representation of the gain mask.

2) Radar system controller: The radar system controller is
an Iris specific element required to facilitate the coordination of
the transmitter and receiver blocks of our modeling framework.
This controller handles the continuous communication of pulse
information from the transmitter component to the receiver
component. Figure 14 summarizes the bridging operation of
this controller.

Fig. 14: Operation of the radar system controller.

To facilitate the communication of timing information
directly from the SDR, data must be serialized. Therefore
the transmitter, functionality running on the USRP, sends the
variable packed as a byte vector. The radar system controller
then converts this byte vector to a more malleable type and



forwards it to the receiver component, running on a general
purpose process (GPP).

The pulse information consists of the following data:

• Max Gain: Maximum gain of the gain mask.
• Pulse Size: Number of samples that compose the pulse.
• Time Stamp: Time stamp of the rising edge of the pulse.

The max gain is used for estimating the interference level.
The pulse size and time stamp are used as inputs for the pulse
separation algorithm, since they define the moments when the
pulse was being transmitted.

3) Receiver component: The receiver component is the Iris
implementation of the receiver block of our modeling frame-
work. This component handles pulse detection to facilitate INR
estimation. Figure 15 outlines the operation of this component.

Fig. 15: Functional process of the receiver component.

The receiver component receives data sets from the USRP,
consisting of an array of complex samples that encompass a
period of time in which the USRP was listening to the medium.
The samples are digitized and indexed relatively to the time
stamp provided by the transmitter, as indicated in Figure 16.
This index empowers the pulse separation process, since the
pulse begins at index 0 and continues for the number of pulses
specified by the pulse length metric provided by the trans-
mitter component. Once the pulse samples are removed, the
remaining samples are then scaled according to the scan pattern
information provided by the transmitter component, enabling
the subsequent calculation of the INR measure. Calculation of
the INR measure first requires the determination of the average
noise power in a neutral, interference-free environment to train
the receiver. Samples collected in this way are averaged using
a moving average with a 10 second window. Following this
process, the receiver may calculate the INR by comparing the
averaged samples from valid receiver periods to the baseline
average noise power.

V. RESULTS

We have validated the implementation of our radar frame-
work through measurements made using an Anritsu MS2781B
spectrum analyzer. This validation was performed using the
following parameters for the radar model:

• Pulse Width: 40 ns
• Pulse Repetition Interval: 2ms
• Antenna Scan Period: 2 s
• Sampling Frequency: 0.5MHz
• Frequency: 3.5GHz

A. Transmitter

Since the transmitter component focuses on producing the
characteristics of continuous power variation and radar pulse

Fig. 16: Example indexing of received data set..

train spectrum occupation, we focus the validation of the
transmitter component on these aspects.

1) Scan pattern: Figure 17 indicates the ability of our
implementation to accurately produce different gain masks that
match those based on the ITU recommendation, as shown in
Figure 7.

(a) Antenna gain of 10 dB. (b) Antenna gain of 22 dB.

(c) Antenna gain of 48 dB. (d) Antenna gain of 35 dB.

Fig. 17: Gain mask measurements.

Figure 18 demonstrates the capability of our implemen-
tation in emulating a sectorized scan pattern, as shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 19 expresses the capacity of our system to realize
the impact of antenna elevation, using a 35 dB antenna. Note



(a) Center: 0◦ Diff.: 30◦. (b) Center: 30◦ Diff.: 30◦.

(c) Center: 10◦ Diff.: 40◦.

Fig. 18: Scan pattern measurements.

that this testing matches the theoretical expectation in Figure 5.

(a) 0◦ Elevation (b) 5◦ Elevation

(c) 10◦ Elevation (d) 50◦ Elevation

Fig. 19: Elevations measurements for the 35 dB antenna.

2) Pulse modulation: Figure 20 validates the operation of
the realization of our modeling framework in the creation
of pulse modulations. Specifically, this figure displays the
spectrum of pulsed carrier, LFM, and phase modulation,
matching the expectations of Figure 8.

B. Receiver

The receiver component concentrates on the determination
of the impact of sharing on a radar system and thus, our
validation fixes on this process.

(a) Pulsed Carrier (b) Linear Frequency Modulation

(c) Phase Coded Modulation

Fig. 20: Pulse modulation measurements.

1) INR Estimation: Figure 21a demonstrates the determi-
nation of the average noise power in a clean environment.
Figure 21b expresses the effect of a interferer.

(a) Without active interference source.

(b) With active interference source.

Fig. 21: Output power measured at the receiver component.

As displayed through the results above, our implementation
is able to provide an emulated radar which displays the
expected behavior. Through our modeling framework, we are
able to emulate various antenna gain masks, scan patterns,
and pulse modulations. Furthermore, our system determines
the INR that would be experienced by a radar system.



VI. CONCLUSION

We have developed a radar modeling framework to support
experimentation on spectrum sharing with radar systems. We
have characterized radar system behavior from the perspective
of spectrum sharing users and demonstrated the ability of this
framework to support the emulation of several distinct radar
systems while accurately analyzing the effects of sharing on
each.

Our work provides the tools necessary to experiment with
spectrum sharing techniques in radar bands. As a result of
our contributions, techniques and algorithms can be tested
and evaluated without the need of obtaining a real radar
system. Furthermore, the modularity of our framework em-
powers uses to extend our approach beyond the types of
radars demonstrated here. We already implemented the scan
patterns and waveforms most commonly observed in nowadays
radar systems, namely military and weather forecast systems.
Nonetheless, we do not intend to limit our modeling framework
to a specific radar type or application. Instead we provide
the tools for the users to extend this framework towards any
radar system they desire to emulate. Moreover, we provide
mechanisms to determine the INR as experienced by a radar
system, to quantify the impact of sharing on radars. Together
these functionalities offer the spectrum sharing community
a general and extensible model for use in experiments with
spectrum sharing in radar bands.

We have implemented our framework using openly avail-
able resources and verified the ability of the implemen-
tation to emulate the characteristics of radar systems. We
show our framework’s support for various beam-shapes, el-
evation angles, and pulse modulation techniques to sup-
port emulation of a range of real radar models. Finally,
we exemplify our approach for quantifying the INR expe-
rienced by a radar system. The source code used to im-
plement our proposed modeling framework can be found
in the public repository: http://bitbucket.org/joaofelipesantos/
context aware radar modeling framework
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